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LOYALTY 

Rumana has worked remotely for the last 2 years. 
During that time she has managed to work for 3 
different companies. The longest, which is still 
ongoing, has now been for 1.5 years. 

REMOTE FIT 

Rumana has worked with clients remotely from 
the UK and the US. She has a professional home 
office setup from her home in Sri Lanka.  

FLEXIBILITY 

Rumana is still young, so she is still trying out 
different aspects of her skills. She is educated in 
biomedical sciences but has worked on contact & 
data acquisition assistant, research assistant, and 
content writer. 

GROWTH MINDSET 

As she still is in a period where she is learning she 
is constantly improving herself.  She indicates that 
she now is learning SEO and WordPress with the 
help of Youtube. 

CV/ONLINE PROFILES 

Her Linkedin profile is short and to the point. Her 
CV is more detailed and gives a better impression 
of her background. She also has a Hubstaff 
account where she details her skills. 

VOLUNTEERING 

Rumana has not indicated any volunteer projects. 

OUR FEEDBACK 

Rumana would fit great as a virtual assistant or 

research assistant that deals with a lot of data. She 

comes across as structured and ready to learn.  

With her analytical experience and her biomedical 

background, any startup or company in the biotech 

field should consider employing her. She would work 

great in a role where the tasks are to analyze data 

and researching opportunities. 

The fact that she is now learning SEO and WordPress 

indicates that she has other ambitions also, and 

could therefore also work well on marketing research 

projects. 

 

 

Report by Paul Arnesen 

This is one persons subjective judgement based on available data. Talentroo takes no responsibility if  you hire the talent based on this and 
the talent does not live up to this or  your expectations. You have to make your own judgements based on your own criterias. 


